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Abstract  
In recent years, with the spread of the internet, there is a large amount of data available at it. Therefore, it 
becomes necessary to find fast search engines to retrieve images and documents. Image retrieval is a very significant 
area in digital image processing. To understand and learn more about "image retrieval system", the current study 
presents a review to describe the types of image retrieval techniques, explain the advantages and disadvantages of them. 
Moreover, this paper reviews different research studies and methodologies that applied to the area of CBIR.  
1- Introduction  
the noticeable increase in online image collections, such as satellite, medical imagery and art works, has attracted 
users in several professional fields like medicine, advertising, medicine, design, fashion, geography and publishing [1]. 
"Retrieving a set of images that is similar to the query image needed by the user from a database images is called image 
retrieval process". since 1970s, image retrieval has become a very interesting research area, especially in two major 
research areas: computer vision & database management [2].  
Examples of image retrieval applications: "Computer Assisted Tile Recovery System" Which retrieves tiles from 
a catalog of digital tiles based on the pattern and color of the query tile, "Medical diagnosis" as a retrieval of medical 
brain images from a database similar to the image of the query in order to provide diagnostic support by presenting 
relevant past cases, "Crime prevention"  having a database containing fingerprints, facial images, hair style, and shoe 
printing is useful in crime prevention. When committing a crime, the evidence collected from the crime scene is 
compared with the records in their database [3]. 
The purpose of this report is to review the techniques used to retrieve images, describe the advantages and 
disadvantages of each, as well as the techniques used to extract features. This report also includes some previous 
studies on various techniques in image recovery. 
2- Image retrieval techniques 
Image retrieval techniques can be classified into three categories [1]: 
A. Text-based image retrieval (TBIR) 
TBIR has been used since the late 1970s, Where the images are explained in a descriptive text firstly, and then 
they used the systems that manage the text-based database for the retrieval of images. TBIR uses the method of adding 
Metadata to images, such as captions, keywords or image descriptions. The retrieval that based on illustration words is 
complex because it requires addition of a huge annotation on the images manually and it also takes a long time, the 
typical TBIR system is illustrated in Figure (1) . However, there are many advantages and disadvantages of TBIR are 
shown below [4]: 
Advantages of  TBIR 
1. The implementation of  TBIR is easy 
2. It is fast in retrieval 
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Disadvantages of TBIR 
1. The difficulty of adding manual annotation for a large database 
2. Many of the images are very rich in content and they need more explanation 
3. Polysemy problem  
4. The inaccuracy of writing the annotation 
 
Fig.1 Typical TBIR System 
 
B. Content -based image retrieval (CBIR) 
In 1990, the method of retrieving image based on its content was introduced by T. Kato when he adopted the 
color and shape features to retrieve images from the database. After that, attention span to the use of the CBIR system 
was increased especially after the development of services provided by the internet, including the huge collections of 
images in industry, education, medicine, sciences and other fields available to all users. This has increased the 
difficulties faced by the TBIR method. All these needs are a driving force for the emergence and evolution of CBIR 
techniques [5]. the typical TBIR system is illustrated in Figure (2) .  
Advantages of CBIR 
1. In CBIR, "features (color, texture and shape) are extracted automatically". 
2. The retrieve of images is done depending on the distances between features. 
 
 
Fig.2 Typical CBIR System 
C. Hybrid Approach. 
In this approach, the image retrieval process will depend on the text as well as the image content to improve 
the accuracy of the retrieval. Both of them have  their advantages and the combination of them can overcome their 
disadvantage.  
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3- Feature Extraction Technique 
"In image retrieval system, a feature of image is a certain visual property of it. Many features can be extracted from 
images such as color, texture and shape to create a vector of feature for each image" [5]. 
3.1. Color Feature 
The color feature is one of the most important features used to search an image in a database. This is because 
"color plays an important role in the human visual perception system". There are many ways to extract the color feature 
from the image. These ways are divided into two groups: the statistical method for color representation and the color 
histogram. Many color spaces like LUV, RGB, YCrCb, HSV, HIS and LAB were used to describe the image in image 
retrieval system [6]. Table(1) illustrates many techniques of extracting the color feature with the pros and cons of each 
one. 
 
 
Table(1) Many Techniques of Extracting the Color Feature [3] 
 
3.2.Texture Feature 
the best characteristics that are used to describe the surface appearance of image is texture. it gives many 
features about the surfaces of the images and the structural arrangement of objects in images such as clouds , fabric, 
leaves and bricks, because it depends on the distribution of images intensity. There are several techniques used in 
image retrieval system to extracting the texture feature from database images and store them as feature vectors, in order 
to used them when the query image is entered [7]. Table (2) illustrates the most common texture feature extraction 
techniques.  
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Table(2) Many Techniques of Extracting the Texture Feature [3] 
 
3.3.Shape Feature 
Shape is a very important feature in image retrieval system; it is  image's local feature and it is closed to the 
human perception as humans can better recognize the shape of an object. There are two kinds of Shape extraction 
method: region based method and the contour based method. Region based method deals with the interior of the 
boundary while the contour based method deals with the contour or boundary of an object in an image. As a result of 
both methods, the shape is represented  by a set of values called the shape feature vector [8]. 
 
4- Related Work 
Manimala S., et. Al in 2012 [9], present a novel approach to retrieve image based on its content. This approach 
combines two types of features; "color and texture", and it is called WBCHIR: ”Wavelet Based Color Histogram Image 
Retrieval”.  The texture features are extracted using wavelet transform while the color features are extracted using color 
histogram. By using the Wavelet transformation, the computational steps are significantly reduced and this leads to the 
increase of the speed of retrieval.  the present  approach outperforms the other retrieval methods in terms of Average 
Precision. 
Hrudya P, et. al in 2012 [10], propose an architecture to retrieve the images using Semantic Web. their 
suggested text discovery method is dependent on the presence of temporary colors between the inserted text and its 
adjacent background. Firstly, they generated "The transition map based on logarithmical change of intensity and 
modified saturation", and then they generate linked maps to connect the components of each candidate area, after that 
they reshape every connected components to have smooth boundaries. The density of transition pixels were computed 
to distinguish between text and background.    
S. Niranjanan, et. al in 2013 [11], introduced a novel method for CBIR, This method consists of many steps: 
resize image size to appropriate size [256,256], [128,128], [64,64], [32,32], [16,16] and [8,8], RGB Image convert to 
HSV, construct the histogram for Hue, Saturation and Value, generate n- signatures to them and store them. The same 
steps applied to query image to generate it’s signatures. Finally vector cosine angle distance used to determine the 
distance between signature of query image and signatures of image database.  
 Md. Iqbal H. S., et. al  in 2013 [12] , proposed a CBIR method by using "texture and color features". Texture 
features are extracted by using a Haar wavelet transform and then they used F-norm theory to reduce the dimensions of 
the feature vectors. Color moments are used to extract the color feature. This method depends on Canberra distance to 
calculate the distance between database images and query image. the experiment results illustrate the higher accuracy 
of the proposed method than the methods that use a single feature. 
MS. R. Janani, et. al in 2014 [13], presented a method that was using "color, texture feature, which are based on 
relevance feedback technique". In this method, The RGB image separated into its components, features are extracted 
using HOG descriptor, and they used DWT to extract the sub bands of images and get image’s information at different 
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scales. The purpose of this paper is to study on papers complete by researchers in the area of the retrieval images based 
on the content based on color and texture.  
Tie Hua Zhou, et. al in 2015 [14], presented “the Query-Frequency Pair (QF-P) algorithm” which is an 
integration of a probabilistic model  to Combines image annotations to explore the relevance of one word to another to 
improve image annotations. QF-P algorithm improves image search results by mining keywords for representative 
images. They also discussed an engineering center model for querying several key words to study how to assign 
relevant comments, which can significantly improve the accuracy of retrieval. The integration between the two methods 
above is effective in the process of the query based on keywords or tags for various levels of classification. 
D. Yuvaraj  , et. al in 2016 [15], proposed a modified approach which was presented based on unsupervised 
learning, in this approach, image segmentation was computed and then features for color and texture and edge were 
calculated. After that histogram of gray scale image were constructed. "The experimental results significantly showed 
that region based histogram and colour histogram were effective as far as performance is concerned". 
P. Kushwaha, et. al in 2016 [16], presented CBIR system that used multi kind techniques for feature extraction 
like edge histogram descriptor, GLCM and color moment to create a feature set. They used genetic algorithm to reduce 
the dimensionality and find the optimal features, and also they used K-Mean algorithm as a clustering technique. This 
research gave fast and better results. 
M. G. Saeed, et. al in 2017 [17], proposed CBIR with a new approach of building feature vector. This vector 
consists of (140) values collected from many feature types like color moment, color histogram, GLCM, Gabor filters, 
moment invaraints, wavelet transformation and tamura feature. To give for each image features their centroid , K-Mean 
was exploited here. Euclidian distance was used as a similarity measurement to retrieve the images that is similar to the 
query image.  
M. K. Alsmadi, in 2018 [18], presented a study to extract important and robust features like color features using 
color histogram, shape features using canny edge detection method and color texture features using GLCM. At the 
same time, the genetic algorithm(meta-heuristic algorithm) has relied upon a similarity measure to retrieve the images 
from database that is similar to the query image. And gave good results by calculating the values of precision and recall 
from the results obtained in this study. 
 
5- Conclusion  
In this research, many techniques were introduced for image retrieval and a series of previous works were 
presented in the field of image retrieval in detail. It concluded that much work is needed to achieve high accuracy and 
shortest retrieval time possible. 
The study also concluded that current techniques give good results when applied to a specific set (small set) of 
images, which means that they cannot be used on a wide range of images (in real applications) because the results will 
be low. Therefore, in the future, the image retrieval system needs to be optimized for use in real applications as well as 
to reduce the time it takes in retrieve process. 
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